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Abstract

Purpose
Studies report a significant increase in stair use when message prompts are introduced at the ‘point-of-choice’ between stairs and escalators. Climbing one set of stairs, however, will not confer meaningful health dividends. Therefore, this study examined whether exposure to point-of-choice prompts also encourages individuals to climb the next set of stairs that they encounter.

Design
Interrupted time-series design.

Settings
Two separate stair/escalator pairings within a UK shopping mall (the ‘intervention’ site and the ‘generalization’ site), separated by a 25m-long atrium.

Subjects
Ascending pedestrians (intervention site \(n=29,713\); generalization site \(n=47,553\)).

Interventions
Two weeks of baseline monitoring were followed by a 13-week intervention in which banners carrying health promotion messages were introduced at the intervention site only.

Measures
At both sites observers inconspicuously recorded pedestrians’ method of ascent, along with their gender, age, ethnicity and baggage.

Results
Banners increased stair climbing at the intervention site by 161%. Results also suggest a simultaneous increase of up to 143% at the generalization site, where no prompt was in place.
At both sites stair use remained significantly elevated five weeks after the banners were removed.

Conclusions

It appears that exposure to point-of-choice prompts can encourage pedestrians to climb stairs when encountered in a subsequent setting. Consequently, stair climbing interventions are likely to engage the public in more physical activity than previously realised.
A sedentary lifestyle increases the risk of morbidity and mortality.\textsuperscript{1-3} In industrialised nations, however, up to 75\% of people remain insufficiently active.\textsuperscript{4,5} Alongside health consequences for the individual, sedentariness bears a significant financial burden on society. In the U.S., for example, the annual cost of physical inactivity has been estimated at over $76 billion in direct medical expenses alone.\textsuperscript{6} Increasing population activity levels is, therefore, a public health priority. Engaging individuals in exercise has proven difficult, however, as evidenced by persistently low participation rates.\textsuperscript{7} In addition, evidence has emerged that significant health benefits can be derived by accruing moderate intensity activity throughout the day.\textsuperscript{8} Therefore, guidelines from the early 1990s, which emphasised sustained vigorous exercise, have been broadened. Latest recommendations advise a minimum of 30 mins of moderate intensity activity per day, which may be accumulated in 10 minute bouts.\textsuperscript{9}

Alongside the change in exercise guidelines a Socio-Ecological model of physical activity promotion has emerged.\textsuperscript{10-13} This approach recognises that the environment and policy decisions can have an important impact on physical activity, in addition to intrapersonal factors (e.g., psychological and biological variables) and interpersonal processes (e.g., social support). Within this framework, interventions to promote stair climbing exemplify how the environment can be exploited to increase physical activity at a population level.

Several studies have successfully increased stair climbing in public-access settings. Typically, posters emphasising the benefits of stair climbing are introduced at the ‘point-of-choice’ between stairs and escalators. Such interventions in shopping and commuter venues increased stair climbing relative to baseline by a median value of 68\% (range= 20\%-
Even greater increases have been observed when message banners are installed on the stair risers themselves (median=146%, range 127%-179%). As a widely accessible, indoor activity stair climbing is free from traditional barriers to exercise such as financial cost, availability of facilities and poor weather. In addition, stair climbing is associated with health dividends such as enhanced cardiorespiratory fitness, improved blood lipid profiles and reduced risk of osteoporosis. Hence, health agencies in North America and the U.K. have acknowledged the potential public health gains from promoting stair climbing.

Previous studies report high levels of baseline escalator use, with an average of only 5.5% of pedestrians climbing the stairs. Thus, it seems unlikely that every time an individual mounts an escalator he/she makes a deliberate decision to do so. Rather, taking the escalator instead of the stairs becomes a habit. When habits become firmly entrenched the presentation of familiar environmental cues can be sufficient to elicit behavior relatively automatically, without need for conscious deliberation. Thus, on encountering the classic point-of-choice scenario of adjacent stairs and escalators, individuals may proceed up the escalator in a ‘mindless’ fashion. In stair climbing interventions the posters/banners disturb the predictable physical environment, so encouraging conscious thought which may result in a reasoned decision to climb the stairs.

Climbing a single set of stairs, however, is not sufficient to derive significant health benefits. The ultimate goal is to change pedestrians’ habits, replacing escalator use with regular choice of the stairs. Stair climbing is a physiologically vigorous activity, requiring 8.6-9.6 times the energy used at rest. Encouraging individuals to accumulate bouts of stair climbing could, therefore, have an important impact on public health. For example, it is estimated that
climbing stairs for seven minutes each day would expend the equivalent energy required to reduce the ten-year risk of coronary death by 62% and all-cause mortality by 47%. A first step towards realizing regular stair usage amongst the general public is to test whether point-of-choice prompts have effects beyond the stairs on which they are placed. That is, does the disruption of habitual behaviour by message prompts at one site ‘generalize’, such that pedestrians also choose the stairs in a subsequent situation? A companion study provides tentative support for such an effect. In that study, however, an increase in stair descent amongst pedestrians returning to the intervention site was taken as evidence of generalization. The physiological cost of stair descent is only around 1/3 of that incurred during ascent. Thus, the target outcome remains stair climbing.

This study sought to clarify whether point-of-choice prompts produce a generalized increase in ascending stair use beyond the intervention setting. Stair/escalator choices were monitored at two separate point-of-choice sites within the same venue, one of which was fitted with message prompts. The results have important implications for the efficacy of stair climbing as a means of raising population activity levels.

Method

Design

A quasi-experimental interrupted time-series design was employed. Ascending stair/escalator use was monitored at two separate point-of-choice locations within a UK shopping centre. The ‘intervention’ site comprised a 24-step staircase and adjacent escalators, leading from the basement level to the first floor. The ‘generalization’ site consisted of an 18-step staircase and adjacent escalators, linking the first and second floors. All steps were 17cm high. Each
site was bordered by a different selection of retail outlets and, whereas the intervention site was subterranean, the generalization site was open to natural light. The sites were connected by a 25-metre atrium with a coffee shop in the middle such that they were not visible from each other. This atrium was also accessible from other parts of the shopping complex. As such, it was possible for pedestrians to reach the generalization site without necessarily having passed through the intervention site. Thus, pedestrian traffic at the generalization site was 60% greater than at the intervention site. A two-week baseline period was followed by a 13-week intervention.

Sample
Over the course of the study 29,713 and 47,553 pedestrians, respectively, were observed at the intervention and generalization sites. In addition, a convenience sample of 532 pedestrians were interviewed in order to assess their recall of the intervention.

Measures
Using a pool of four alternating observers pedestrians’ behavior was simultaneously monitored at both sites. In each case an investigator stood near the top of the stairs/escalator at a perpendicular angle such that they were out of view of pedestrians boarding below. Observers recorded whether individuals ascended the stairs or escalator and coded their gender, age, ethnicity and baggage using the protocol defined by Kerr et al. At both sites data were collected on Tuesday and Friday, between 12.30 and 16:00, so to include lunch and daytime users. Observations were taken in weeks 1-4 of the banner phase and again in week 13, so as to assess any adaptation to the messages over time. A further two weeks of follow-up observations were made five weeks after the intervention was removed.
During the banner phase a convenience sample of pedestrians were interviewed at each site. Investigators approached individuals as they finished ascending the stairs/escalator and asked if they were willing to take part in a brief interview. Participation was entirely voluntary. At the intervention site 222 escalator users and 170 stair users were approached, from which 112 and 83, respectively, agreed to respond. At the generalization site 337 escalator users and 567 stair users were similarly approached, from which 103 and 234, respectively, agreed to respond. Interviewees were asked, “Do you recall seeing banners attached to the stairs in this shopping centre?” Those who reported seeing the banners were then asked, “Can you recall what the banners said?” One point was available for recalling each of the three messages featured. Points were awarded for perfect responses and those which were semantically correct.

**Intervention**

Two weeks of baseline monitoring were followed by thirteen weeks in which message banners were installed at the intervention site only (see Figure 5.1). From the top, the prompt “Take the stairs” was followed by three different messages; “Stair climbing burns more calories per minute than jogging”, “7 minutes of stair climbing per day protects your heart” and “Stair climbing burns more calories per minute than tennis”. The message content was decided in light of research which suggests that messages focussing on specific health consequences may be most effective in increasing stair use.\(^{40}\)

**Analysis**

Observational data from each site was analysed separately using logistic regression analyses. Stair/escalator use served as the dichotomous outcome variable. Gender, age, ethnicity, baggage and pedestrian traffic volume were also included in all models, having previously
been shown to have important effects.14-17,19-23,25 For the interview data, Chi-square tests were used to check for any differences in response rate by site and stair/escalator use. In addition, respective percentage recall rates were calculated for each of the three messages.

Figure 5.1: Message banners at the intervention site

Results

Inter-observer agreement was 100% for stair/escalator use, 99% for gender, 94% for age, 97% for ethnicity and 97% for baggage. Of the pedestrians observed at the intervention site 46% were male, 68% were White and 84% were classified as under 60 years old. At the generalization site 39% of pedestrians were male, 76% were White and 89% were classified as under 60 years old.
Throughout the duration of the study significant demographic effects were observed at both sites, such that men (intervention site: odds ratio [OR]=1.39, 95% confidence interval [CI]=1.29, 1.50; generalization site: OR=1.45, 95% CI=1.37, 1.52), those aged under 60 (intervention site: OR=2.65, CI=2.32, 3.04; generalization site: OR=2.93, CI=2.63, 3.27) and White persons (intervention site: OR=2.01, CI=1.89, 2.26; generalization site: OR=1.64, CI=1.54, 1.74) climbed the stairs more than their counterparts. There were also significant effects of baggage, such that unencumbered people climbed the stairs more than those with large bags (intervention site: OR=1.46, CI=1.26, 1.69; generalization site: OR=1.47, CI=1.35, 1.61). There were, however, no significant interactions between demographics/baggage and the banner or follow-up phases. Finally, a significant effect of pedestrian traffic was observed at both sites (both \( p<.05 \)), such that more people used the stairs during busy periods.

**Figure 5.2: Percentage stair use at the intervention and generalization sites during baseline, banner exposure and follow-up**

![Figure 5.2](image)

Figure 5.2 shows percentage stair use at each site over the course of the study. At the intervention site stair climbing increased significantly from 5.3% at baseline to 14.6% during
weeks 1-4 of the banners (OR=2.76, CI=2.44, 3.12). There was also a significant increase in stair climbing at the generalization site, from 12.6% at baseline to 17.5% during weeks 1-4 (OR=1.39, CI=1.29, 1.49). This effect at the generalization site represents a conservative estimate. Over the same period, the volume of pedestrian traffic at the generalization site was 60% higher than at the intervention site. Thus, many of the pedestrians observed at the generalization site would not have been exposed to the point-of-choice prompt and hence could not have been prompted to increase their stair use. To more accurately estimate the effect of the prompt at the generalization site, the OR was adjusted to control for pedestrians who could not have seen it. The number of stair users observed at the generalization site during the first four weeks of the intervention was expressed as a percentage of the people who had been exposed to the messages (i.e. total pedestrian traffic at the intervention site over the same time period). This percentage was then converted to an OR relative to baseline stair usage at the generalization site. The adjusted OR of 2.47 represents an upper bound for the effect of the prompt at the generalization site.

To assess the durability of the effects, weeks 1-4 of the banners were compared with week 13. There was no significant change in stair use, either at the intervention site (OR=0.91, CI=0.81, 1.03) or generalization site (OR=0.97, CI=0.88, 1.06). Therefore, analyses were repeated with data from weeks 1-4 and week 13 collapsed. Over the full 13-week course of the prompt, stair use at the intervention site increased by an OR of 2.61 (CI=2.32, 2.94). As before, we calculated an adjusted estimate for the effects of the prompt at the generalization site. The adjusted OR of 2.43 over the full duration of the intervention indicates a substantial increase in stair climbing at the generalization site.
In order to assess any decline in stair usage following removal of the intervention, the collapsed data from weeks 1-4 and week 13 was compared with the follow-up data collected five weeks after the point-of-choice prompt was withdrawn. There was a significant drop in stair climbing at the intervention site (OR=0.63, CI=0.55, 0.74) and generalization site (OR=0.84, CI=0.76, 0.92) after the banners were removed. Further analyses showed, however, that stair use during follow-up remained significantly higher than at baseline, both at the intervention site (OR=1.67, CI=1.44, 1.94) and the generalization site (OR=1.15, CI=1.06, 1.26).

Chi-square analyses of the interview data revealed that pedestrians at the intervention site were more likely to respond than their counterparts at the generalization site ($\chi^2=17.6$, df=1, $p<0.001$). There was, however, no significant difference in response rate between stair users and escalator users. Of the people interviewed at the intervention site 80.0% reported seeing the banners (escalator users=66.1%; stair users=98.8%), of whom 89.8% could remember the content of at least one of the messages. The individual recall rates for the three messages were highly consistent; “…jogging” (57.7%), “7 minutes…” (56.4%) and “…tennis” (53.2%). At the generalization site 44.0% of interviewees reported seeing the banners (escalator users=25.5%; stair users=52.1%), with 88.6% of these able to recollect the content of one or more message. Again, consistent recall rates were observed for each of the three messages; “…jogging” (56.1%), “7 minutes…” (54.7%) and “…tennis” (38.5%).

**Discussion**

Over the 13-week lifespan of the point-of-choice prompt there was a 161% increase in stair climbing at the intervention site. Consistent with four earlier studies which featured stair-riser
banners, this increase is considerably greater than reported for conventional posters.\textsuperscript{22-25} The impact of our intervention, at the top end of the range of previously reported effects, may reflect the messages used. We selected messages which emphasised specific health consequences of stair climbing. Recent findings indicate that this type of message may be more effective than the general descriptions employed in previous studies e.g., “free exercise”, “easy exercise”.\textsuperscript{40}

Crucially, during the banner phase there was also a significant increase in stair climbing at the generalization site, in the absence of any visible prompt to do so. This finding corroborates previous evidence that interventions can encourage pedestrians to use the stairs when they encounter a subsequent point-of-choice scenario.\textsuperscript{39} Owing to the layout of the venue, a proportion of the pedestrians observed at the generalization site could not have seen the point-of-choice prompt. Correcting for this group suggests that over the 13-week duration of the prompt stair use at the generalization site may have risen by as much as 143\% amongst those who were exposed to it. This effect compares favourably with the 161\% increase observed at the intervention site. Thus, it appears that the majority of people who responded to the prompt at the intervention site also climbed the stairs when they reached the generalization site. Significantly, the intervention and generalization sites differed in terms of the height of the ascent (24 steps versus 18 steps), the lighting conditions and the adjoining shops. Thus, it appears that generalization effects can occur between point-of-choice settings which are contextually different.

The differing pattern of stair/escalator use between the experimental sites merits comment. Whilst the point-of-choice prompt was effective at both sites, stair use at the intervention site was lower \textit{per se} than at the generalization site. A recent review of worksite interventions
found an appreciable negative correlation between the baseline rate of stair climbing and the number of storeys in a building. Interview data from a previous study also indicates that the height of a climb influences individuals’ willingness to use the stairs. Thus, in the current study it seems likely that fewer people overall climbed the intervention staircase because it was higher than the generalization staircase (24 steps vs. 18 steps).

It is important to consider how the message banners increased stair climbing at the generalization site. Here it is pertinent to distinguish between the concepts of disrupting habitual escalator use and establishing a new habit of stair use. Escalator use is a frequently performed behavior and is thus likely to be a firmly held habit. Therefore, we think it unlikely that initial exposure to the point-of-choice prompt changed pedestrians’ habitual tendencies such that they climbed the stairs at the generalization site in a ‘mindless’ fashion. Thus, on its own it would be unwise to interpret the increased rate of stair climbing at the generalization site as evidence of a newly formed habit. A more plausible explanation is that individuals assimilated the information contained within the prompt and this continued to disrupt their habitual behavior when they reached the generalization site. Hence, individuals made a conscious decision to take the stairs. Indeed, interview data from the generalization site confirms that people retained necessary information to make a reasoned decision; almost 90% of those who reported seeing the banners could successfully recall the content of at least one of the messages.

For health promoters the ultimate objective is not merely to disrupt ‘bad’ habits but to change individuals’ habitual behavior in favour of new more adaptive alternatives. As such, it is notable that stair use at both the intervention site and generalization site remained

* We thank an anonymous reviewer for suggesting that we clarify this important distinction.
significantly elevated even five weeks after the point-of-choice prompt was removed. These results must reflect a sustained change in behavior amongst people who were exposed to the intervention during a previous visit to the venue. Our findings coincide with Blamey et al. who found that stair use remained significantly higher than at baseline, up to 12 weeks after they withdrew their intervention.\textsuperscript{15} The persistence of these effects over the medium-term implies that it may be feasible to change individuals’ behavioral tendencies in favour of stair use. If future studies can demonstrate that post-intervention effects survive into the longer-term, this would provide plausible evidence that exposure to message prompts can engender a new habit of stair use.

Important questions remain. Whilst we calculated corrected estimates from the data collected at the generalization site, it is important to establish the true magnitude of generalization effects. Hence, this study should be repeated in a venue where access between the intervention and generalization sites is enclosed, so as to ensure that pedestrians are exposed to the banners. Furthermore, whilst Verplanken \textit{et al.} also succeeded in disrupting individuals’ habitual travel choices, they found that effects deteriorated over time.\textsuperscript{43} It is, therefore, essential to ascertain if generalization effects diminish as a function of time or distance from the initial intervention setting. Additionally, there may be confounding variables that influence stair/escalator use which we did not account for in the current study. For instance, Eves and Masters recently reported findings from their study of the Hong Kong Mid-Levels system, a network of travellators (i.e. sloping escalators without steps) aimed at reducing motorized traffic throughout the city.\textsuperscript{44} Different patterns of behavior were observed on weekdays versus weekends and at midday compared with evening time. It seems plausible, therefore, that pedestrians’ stair/escalator choices may similarly fluctuate
throughout the course of the week. Thus, future stair climbing studies may benefit from counter-balancing the days and times when observations are made.

The current findings have important practical implications. The health dividends of regular stair climbing are well documented, whilst evidence also exists for a possible dose-response relationship between stair use and mortality. Thus, the more stairs people climb the more their health should benefit. Our findings confirm that exposure to a point-of-choice prompt can encourage people to use the stairs when the opportunity next arises. The health outcomes of individual interventions could, therefore, be much greater than previously realised. This study suggests that it may be feasible to effect a meaningful increase in population stair climbing without a blanket campaign of prompts at every choice point, which would be both costly and complicated to deploy. Given the onus on health promotion practitioners to deliver value for money, these findings strengthen the case for further investment in stair climbing initiatives.

The emergent Socio-Ecological approach to physical activity promotion represents a shift in emphasis, from determinants of individual exercise participation to how the built environment can influence physical activity at a population level. The present study demonstrates that message banners can not only increase stair use at the immediate intervention site but also at the next choice point that pedestrians encounter. Further research is needed to explore how we can best exploit these generalization effects to realize optimum rates of stair climbing. Nonetheless, our findings provide preliminary evidence that simple and inexpensive campaigns of sporadically placed message prompts may achieve widespread and meaningful growth in stair usage.
SO WHAT?

Stair climbing is a widely accessible form of physical activity with proven health benefits. Although several studies show that it is possible to encourage pedestrians to use the stairs rather than the escalator, climbing a single flight will not confer meaningful health benefits. The aim must be to encourage individuals to climb the stairs whenever they encounter an opportunity to do so. This study shows that exposure to message prompts at one stair/escalator location can also encourage stair use at a different stair/escalator site within the same mall. Thus, it appears that intervention effects endure beyond the initial exposure, engaging individuals in more physical activity than previously realised. It may be feasible, therefore, to achieve widespread growth in stair usage with simple and inexpensive campaigns of sporadically placed message prompts.
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